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It is difficult to hear out individually the components of a ‘‘chord’’ of equal-amplitude pure tones
with synchronous onsets and offsets. In the present study, this was confirmed using 300-ms random
~inharmonic! chords with components at least 1/2 octave apart. Following each chord, after a
variable silent delay, listeners were presented with a single pure tone which was either identical to
one component of the chord or halfway in frequency between two components. These two types of
sequence could not be reliably discriminated from each other. However, it was also found that if the
single tone following the chord was instead slightly~e.g., 1/12 octave! lower or higher in frequency
than one of its components, the same listeners were sensitive to this relation. They could perceive
a pitch shift in the corresponding direction. Thus, it is possible to perceive a shift in a nonperceived
frequency/pitch. This paradoxical phenomenon provides psychophysical evidence for the existence
of automatic ‘‘frequency-shift detectors’’ in the human auditory system. The data reported here
suggest that such detectors operate at an early stage of auditory scene analysis but can be activated
by a pair of sounds separated by a few seconds. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1850209#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The understanding of speech or the identification o
melody requires a perceptual binding of successive sou
that differ from each other. Little is known about the neu
machinery responsible for this binding in the human bra
Remarkably, a melody retains its perceptual identity whe
is transposed in the frequency domain, i.e., when the
quencies of the successive tones are multiplied by a com
factor ~Attneave and Olson, 1971; Divenyi and Hirsh, 197!.
This shows that human listeners perceive melodies as
terns rather than mere concatenations of independent to
From that point of view, a melody may not be complete
equivalent to a sequence of tones varying in intensity ra
than frequency: Curiously, binary sound sequences wit
complex structure~e.g., ABAAABBAAB! are identified
more accurately when their two components~A and B! differ
in frequency than when they differ in intensity, indepe
dently of the magnitude of the difference~McFarland and
Cacace, 1992!. In order to account for the propensity o
melodies to be perceived as patterns, it has been specu
by some authors~Deutsch, 1969; van Noorden, 1975; Ans
and Saida, 1985; Okada and Kashino, 2003! that the human
auditory system contains automatic ‘‘frequency-shift det
tors’’ which are sensitive to the direction of such shifts a
can be activated by a pair of successive sounds even w
these sounds are separated by a silent delay. The existen
shift detectors operating in the frequency or pitch dom
might also account for an informal observation made
Davis et al. ~1951! and Bilsen~2001! during their investiga-

a!Portions of this work were presented at the 147th meeting of the Acous
Society of America, New York, NY, May 2004.

b!Electronic mail: laurent.demany@psyac.u-bordeaux2.fr
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 117 (2), February 2005 0001-4966/2005/117(2)/
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tions of the weak pitch sensations produced by certain b
aural interactions~Bilsen, 2001! or evoked by the periodicity
of stimuli consisting of high-rank harmonics of a missin
fundamental~Davis et al., 1951!. These authors noted tha
the audibility of pitch in a given sound can be marked
improved if, instead of being presented alone repeatedly,
sound alternates with a similar sound liable to evoke a so
what different pitch.

In the auditory cortex of cats or monkeys, the respon
of many neurons to a pure tone can be strongly influenced
a preceding pure tone with a different frequency~Brosch and
Schreiner, 1997, 2000; Weinberger and McKenna, 19
McKennaet al., 1989!. However, this sensitivity to discret
frequency shifts seems to hold only when the interstimu
interval ~ISI! is relatively short—less than 1 s. By contras
the hypothesis that will be considered here is the existenc
shift detectors~possibly more complex than single neuron!
functioning even for ISIs lasting a few seconds. The hypo
esis in question is consistent with the fact that the hum
ability to detect consciously small frequency shifts betwe
temporally remote tones, and to identify the direction of su
shifts, does not depend on the subject’s mental activity
focus of attention during the ISI~Demanyet al., 2001; Clém-
ent, 2001!. It is also worthy to note that this ability differs
from the ability to detect intensity shifts with respect to the
dependence on the ISI~Clémentet al., 1999!.

The present paper stems from our accidental discov
of a paradoxical perceptual phenomenon which seems
lend strong support to the idea that automatic frequency-s
detectors exist in the human auditory system. This phen
enon is elicited by the successive presentation of:~i! a sum
of N synchronous pure tones with equal amplitudes, form
an inharmonic ‘‘chord;’’~ii ! a single pure tone~‘‘ T’’ !. The

al
833833/9/$22.50 © 2005 Acoustical Society of America
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chord’s components may have randomly drawn frequenc
but must be at least a few semitones apart in order to
separated in the cochlea~Plomp, 1964; Moore and Ohgush
1993; Sheraet al., 2002!. Even so, if the chord is rather brie
and N exceeds 2 or 3, it will be difficult for the listener t
perceive the pitches of the chord’s components. This d
culty reflects an ‘‘informational masking’’ effect~Neff and
Green, 1987; Kiddet al., 1994!. A ‘‘fusion’’ ~Bregman,
1990! of the chord’s components takes place at a cen
level of the auditory system, so that typically the who
chord is heard as a single sound, with a tonal quality but o
a vague global pitch. We observed indeed that if the follo
ing tone,T, is identical to one component of the chord, th
identity generally goes unnoticed. However, we also
served that ifT is instead slightly lower or higher in fre
quency than one component of the chord, many listeners
able, after a little practice, to perceive a pitch shift in t
corresponding direction. To their surprise, they find that i
possible to hear an upward or downward shift in a pi
which was not heard in the chord~and is not heard retroac
tively when T is presented!. Moreover, it appears that th
direction of the melodic interval formed byT and its neigh-
bor in the chord can be identified even when the chord anT
are separated by a silent ISI of a few seconds. The exp
ments described below substantiate these counterintu
observations.

II. EXPERIMENT 1

A. Method

On each trial run in this experiment~and the subsequen
ones!, the listener was presented with a chord consisting
five synchronous pure tones, spaced by intervals which w
four independent random variables. The probability distrib
tion of each interval was rectangular on a log-frequen
scale and ranged from 6 semitones~1/2 octave! to 10 semi-
tones ~5/6 octave!. The chord was randomly positione
within a 4-octave frequency range, 200–3200 Hz, and w
followed by a single pure tone,T. The aim of experiment 1
was to compare perceptual performances in two conditio
respectively termed ‘‘up/down’’ and present/absent.’’

In the up/down condition, schematized in the leftmo
panel of Fig. 1,T was positioned 1 semitone above or belo
one of the chord’s three intermediate components. The c
ponent in question and the direction of the 1-semitone s
were selected at random on each trial. The listener knew
and had to judge if the 1-semitone frequency shift was m
upward or downward.

In the present/absent condition~Fig. 1, central panel!, T
was equiprobably~i! identical to one of the chord’s thre
intermediate components or~ii ! positioned halfway in fre-
quency between two components~frequency being scaled
logarithmically!. In either case, a random choice was ma
between the three or four possible options. The listener
knew that and had to judge ifT was present in the chord o
not.

In both conditions, the chord andT had a total duration
of 300 ms and were gated on and off with 20-ms rais
cosine amplitude ramps. They were separated by a 500
834 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 2, February 2005
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silent ISI. EachT tone and component of the chord had
nominal sound-pressure level of 65 dB. The stimuli we
heard binaurally ~diotically!, via earphones~Sennheiser
HD265!. They were generated via a 24-bit digital-to-anal
converter~Echo Gina!, at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. Eac
trial began with the presentation of a 2.1-s random melo
serving as a warning signal and consisting of seven 300
pure tones with frequencies drawn independently betw
200 and 3200 Hz.1 The chord was presented 600 ms after t
melody. The listener, sitting in a double-walled soun
attenuating booth, had an unlimited response time after
presentation ofT. His or her response, given by making
mouse-click on one of two labeled zones of a monitor scre
automatically triggered the next trial within blocks of 5
trials. Responses were not followed by an immediate fe
back, but listeners were informed of their performance
tween successive blocks of trials. Each block was carried
in a fixed condition~up/down or present/absent!; the two
conditions alternated from block to block. Listeners we
tested in three or four sessions, on different days, until 5
trials had been run in each condition.

The experiment was conducted on 11 normal-hear
listeners between the ages of 22 and 50 years. Two of th
were the authors. Most of them had received a signific
musical education. Six listeners had previously participa
in other experiments concerning pitch perception~Demany
et al., 2001, 2004!. For each listener, the experiment prop
was preceded by a few training sessions—generally not m
than two. The chords initially used in these training sessi
consisted of only three pure tones, with a duration of 700
instead of 300 ms; they were similar to those employed
Demanyet al. ~2004!. In addition to the 11 listeners who
finally constituted the experimental group, three other list
ers participated in training sessions. They were not inclu
in the experimental group because of their apparent inab
to exceed the chance level of performance in any condit

FIG. 1. Illustration of the stimulus configurations used in the ‘‘up/down
‘‘present/absent,’’ and ‘‘present/close’’ conditions. Each horizontal segm
represents a pure tone and the shaded areas represent a possible cho
a given chord, the frequency of the following tone,T, could take 6, 7, or 9
possible values, depending on the experimental condition. In this figure
visual reasons, theT tones have been horizontally positioned close to t
chords. In the experiments, actually, the time interval separatingT from the
chord always exceeded the duration of both stimuli.
L. Demany and C. Ramos: Perceiving shifts in nonperceived pitches
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B. Results

Performance was measured in terms ofd8 ~Green and
Swets, 1974!. The results are displayed in the upper pane
Fig. 2, where 11 ellipses represent the 11 listeners’ data. E
ellipse~actually a circle in some cases! is centered on thed8
values measured in the two conditions for a given listen
and its surface represents a 95% confidence area. Liste
are identified by capital letters in order to permit withi
subject comparisons of performance across experime
‘‘E’’ and ‘‘F’’ are the authors.

There was a considerable interindividual variability
performance. For each listener, however,d8 was larger in the
up/down condition than in the present/absent condition,
the corresponding difference was generally quite p
nounced. Commonly, a sensory signal is said to be detect
if d8.1. It can be seen that this threshold was exceeded
all listeners in the up/down condition, but by only two li
teners in the present/absent condition. Four listeners~H, J, L,
P! made only few errors~1.4–6.6 %! in the up/down condi-
tion while performing at the chance level, or even sligh
below it, in the present/absent condition. Only one liste
~V! had statistically equivalent performance levels in the t
conditions. Perhaps not fortuitously, this was also the o
listener endowed with ‘‘absolute pitch’’~Ward and Burns,
1982!.

FIG. 2. Results of experiment 1@panel ~a!# and experiment 2@panel ~b!#.
Each ellipse~or circle! is centered on thed8 values measured in the two
conditions for a given listener, and its surface represents a 95% confid
area. Oblique lines indicate where the ellipses could be centered ifd8 was
identical in the two conditions. Listeners are identified by capital lette
Confidence intervals aroundd8 were computed as suggested by Macmill
and Creelman~1991!.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 2, February 2005 L. Dem
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C. Discussion

Each participant in this experiment stated that t
chords’ components were very difficult or impossible to he
out individually. Let us consider, however, an ‘‘analytic a
tomaton’’L for which this is not the case. In both condition
L takes on each trial an explicit~but relatively imprecise!
measurement of the chord’s component frequencies, and
relates these data to the frequency ofT. In the up/down
condition, the task ofL is to determine if the musical inter
val formed byT and the closest component of the chord
equal to11 or 21 semitone. In the present/absent con
tion, on the other hand, the task is to determine if the co
sponding interval is equal to 0 or at least 3 semitones~given
that the chords’ components are separated by at least 6 s
tones!. Since the difference between11 and21 is smaller
than the difference between at least 3 and 0, the performa
of L in the present/absent condition should logically exce
its performance in the up/down condition. We confirmed t
in a Monte Carlo simulation assuming that the strategy oL
is optimal and that its performance is limited only by
source of noise in the frequency measurements. Our sim
tion specifically supposed that the measured frequency
each component of the chord is a Gaussian random vari
with a mean equal to the true frequency and a standard
viation of 1 semitone. On each trial,L computes the differ-
ences between log transforms of the frequency ofT and the
measured frequencies of the chord’s three intermediate c
ponents. Its response is then based on the differenced which
has the smallest absolute value. In the up/down conditionL
responds ‘‘up’’ if and only if d.0. In the present/absen
condition,L responds ‘‘present’’ if and only ifud u,dk , dk

being a positive constant. Thed8 scores ofL can be com-
pared in Fig. 3 to the averaged8 values measured in exper
ment 1. In the present/absent condition, thed8 score ofL is
somewhat dependent ondk , becauseud u is not a Gaussian
variable; but, the influence ofdk is small as long as this

ce

.

FIG. 3. Comparison of the averaged8 values measured in experiments
and 2 ~left and center! with the d8 values expected from the analytic au
tomaton described in Sec. II C~right!. The two small error bars represent
variability of d8 resulting from the use of different values ofdk by the
automaton. The lowest and highest values ofdk considered here~1.9–2.4
semitones for the present/absent condition, and 0.7–1.3 semitones fo
present/close condition! are consistent with the largest response biases
tually observed in experiments 1 and 2.
835any and C. Ramos: Perceiving shifts in nonperceived pitches
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criterion takes reasonable values. Figure 3 makes clear thL
is a completely inadequate model of real listeners: Wher
real listeners are much more successful in the up/down c
dition than in the present/absent condition, the opposite
true for L.

The analytic automatonL that we have just considere
is an ideal listener, in several respects. In particular, there
no systematic errors~i.e., biases! in its frequency measure
ments, and its response criteria—especiallydk—are strictly
invariant across trials. In theory, the poor performance of r
listeners in the present/absent condition could partly be
cribed to the difficulty of behaving like anideal analytic
listener rather than to an inability to hear out the individu
components of the chords. This issue will be examined in
next section. Meanwhile, another issue should be conside
Although the bandwidths of the chords exceeded 2 octa
each chord evoked as a whole a global pitch sensation,
sumably related to its ‘‘center of gravity’’ in the frequenc
domain. This global pitch was imprecise, but it noticeab
varied from trial to trial together with the chord itself. In th
up/down condition, a conceivable strategy was to resp
‘‘up’’ if the pitch of T was higher than the global pitc
evoked by the chord, and to respond ‘‘down’’ otherwise.
what extent was this holistic strategy profitable? The ans
is that it could not be very efficient, even for a theoretic
listener perceiving the global pitch in an optimal manner.
use would have led to systematic errors whenT was 1 semi-
tone above the lower neighbor of the chord’s median co
ponent, or 1 semitone below its higher neighbor. If the glo
pitch of a chord corresponded exactly to the geometric m
of its five component frequencies, and if the holistic strate
was used exclusively and perfectly, thed8 value expected in
the up/down condition was equal to 0.70. Much higherd8
values were actually measured in experiment 1. For m
listeners, the difference between thed8 values obtained in
the up/down and present/absent conditions was too larg
be accounted for by the availability of holistic pitch cues
the up/down condition. It can actually be supposed that s
cues were never used because each listener was initiall
structed to ignore the global pitches of the chords.

III. EXPERIMENT 2

A. Rationale and method

Introspectively, the difficulty of the present/absent co
dition of experiment 1 originated from the fact that th
chords’ components were very hard to perceive individua
In this condition, there were no obvious perceptual cues
mitting to give correct responses without perceiving co
sciously the individual components of the chords~whereas
the opposite was true for the up/down condition!. In theory,
however, the difficulty of the present/absent condition co
be accounted for otherwise. Due to the inherent inaccur
of any perceptual measurement, and also due to the pos
existence of small contextual effects in the perception
pure tone pitch~e.g., Terhardt, 1970!, a chord componen
physically identical toT might nevertheless be perceived
different fromT. This implies that, in the present/absent co
dition, an ‘‘analytic’’ listener had to use a response rule
836 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 2, February 2005
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volving a difference criterion, as discussed in the previo
section. The difference criterion,dk , had to be larger than 0
and stable across trials. Crucially,dk had to be defined by the
listener him-/herself since it was aninternal reference. In the
up/down condition, on the other hand, an internal refere
was nota priori needed by an analytic listener; it could b
sufficient to determine ifT was higher or lower than the
closest component of the chord~an ‘‘external’’ reference!. A
conceivable hypothesis, therefore, was that the difficulty
the present/absent condition stemmed from the need, in
condition, of a stable internal reference serving as a respo
criterion for the assessment of pitch differences.

In experiment 2, this hypothesis was tested by comp
ing the performances of four listeners in the present/abs
condition and a new condition, termed ‘‘present/close’’~Fig.
1, rightmost panel!. In both conditions,T was equiprobably
present or not present in the chord and the listener ha
make a two-alternative judgment in this regard. The two c
ditions differed from each other only whenT was not present
in the chord. On the corresponding trials in the present/cl
condition, T was positioned exactly 1.5 semitone~1/8 oc-
tave! above or below one of the chord’s three intermedi
components; the six possible options were equiproba
Note that, in this condition,T was always much closer in
frequency to one component of the chord than to any ot
component since the components were spaced by interva
at least 6 semitones. In contrast, whenT was absent from the
chord in the present/absent condition,T was at least 3 semi
tones away from any component since it was positioned h
way between two components. Thus, for an analytic listen
the present/close condition was more difficult than t
present/absent condition. In Fig. 3, this is confirmed for
analytic automatonL defined in Sec. II C; itsd8 score in the
present/close condition is about 1.0, much worse than
score of about 3.3 in the present/absent condition. Clearl
the hypothesis that we intended to test in the present exp
ment were correct, performance could not be better in
present/close condition than in the present/absent condi
since the alleged problem of the internal reference servin
a response criterion existed in both conditions and was
less critical in the present/close condition. However, our p
diction was on the contrary that performance would be be
in the present/close condition than in the present/absent
dition. This prediction rested on the assumption that, in
present/close condition, a clear upward or downward pi
shift would be generally audible on ‘‘close’’ trials, but not o
less so on ‘‘present’’ trials. In contrast, the difficulty of th
present/absent condition suggested that ‘‘absent’’ trials co
not be reliably discriminated from ‘‘present’’ trials on th
basis of the audibility of a pitch shift.

The procedure used in experiment 2 was essentially
same as that employed in experiment 1, except for the
placement of the up/down condition by the present/clo
condition. There was again a 500-ms ISI between each ch
and the followingT tone. Eight blocks of 50 trials were ru
in each of the two conditions; this required only two se
sions. The experiment proper was preceded by a single
short training session. The four listeners who acted as s
L. Demany and C. Ramos: Perceiving shifts in nonperceived pitches
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jects included the authors. Each listener had been previo
tested in experiment 1.

B. Results and discussion

The individuald8 scores obtained in each condition a
displayed in the lower panel of Fig. 2, and their avera
values are plotted in Fig. 3. Each listener was significan
more successful in the present/close condition than in
present/absent condition. This outcome is consistent with
prediction and contradicts the hypothesis tested in the exp
ment. It seems clear that the difficulty of the present/abs
condition did not stem from a difficulty to use an adequ
response criterion in this condition. A more plausible exp
nation is that it was difficult to hear out the individual com
ponents of the chords, as suggested by the listeners’ in
spective reports.

Yet, d8 had an average value of only 1.33 in the prese
close condition, and was not dramatically lower in t
present/absent condition. The modest values ofd8 in the
present/close condition imply that it was not extremely e
to discriminate ‘‘close’’ trials from ‘‘present’’ trials on the
basis of the audibility of a pitch shift. One might infer from
this that pitch shifts were not easily heard on ‘‘close’’ tria
However, such a conclusion would be inconsistent with
listeners’ introspective reports. From these reports, it app
instead that a pitch shift was, to some extent, liable to
heard on any type of trial—even a ‘‘present’’ trial. The fa
that d8 was lower in the present/close condition than in t
up/down condition of experiment 1 is not,per se, surprising
insofar as, in the present/close condition, the directions of
pitch shifts heard were not valid cues. In the absence of v
directional cues, the listeners had to base their judgm
only on the salience and/or the magnitude of the pitch sh
heard.

IV. EXPERIMENT 3

If, in the present/absent condition, performance w
poor owing to a difficulty to use an adequate response c
rion and not because the chords’ components were har
hear out individually, then performance should be poor
only whenT follows the chord but also whenT precedes the
chord. By contrast, it could be expected that presentinT
before the chord rather than after it would increase per
mance by improving the audibility ofT within the chord on
‘‘present’’ trials. This rationale led us to perform a short e
periment testing listeners in two variants of the prese
absent condition: a ‘‘chord-T’’ variant, replicating what had
been done in experiments 1 and 2, and a ‘‘T-chord’’ variant
in which T preceded the chord instead of following it. I
both variants, there was a 500-ms ISI between the chord
T. For each subject, in the experiment proper, eight block
50 trials were run in each of the two variants, alternat
from block to block. The four listeners who acted as subje
had previously participated in experiment 1; two of the
were the authors. Before the experiment proper, each list
received some training in theT-chord variant.

The results are displayed in Fig. 4. For three listenersd8
was much higher in theT-chord variant than in the chord-T
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 2, February 2005 L. Dem
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variant; the fourth listener~S! performed at the chance leve
in the two variants.2 Overall, these data confirm the view
that, in the present/absent condition of experiments 1 an
performance was limited by an informational masking effe
rather than by a difficulty to use an adequate response c
rion. For at least some listeners, the informational mask
of T within the chord can be efficiently opposed by prese
ing T before the chord rather than after it. The source of t
benefit is presumably a focusing of the listener’s attention
the appropriate spectral region of the chord during the ch
presentation.

V. EXPERIMENT 4

This final experiment was an extension of experimen
Its aim was to determine if the up/down condition rema
easier than the present/absent condition when the ISI s
rating T from the chord is made much longer than t
500-ms ISI used in experiment 1. A positive answer w
expected because preliminary listening sessions revealed
the 1-semitone frequency shifts occurring in the up/do
condition were still liable to evoke sensations of pitch sh
for an ISI of a few seconds.

Four listeners served as subjects. Two of them were
authors, and all of them had previously served as subjec
experiment 1. Each listener was at first tested only in
up/down condition, using ISIs of 0.5, 1, 2, 4, and 8 s. Each
these ISIs was used in a single block of 50 trials per sess
until 400 trials had been run for every ISI; the order in whi
the ISIs were used was counterbalanced across sess
Then, two final sessions included a total of 400 trials in t
present/absent condition with an ISI fixed at 4 s.

Figure 5 shows the results. In the up/down condition,
the ISI increased,d8 decreased with a negative acceleratio
When the ISI was 4 s,d8 was still well above 0 in this
condition; its average value was 0.94. For the same ISI
the present/absent condition,d8 was definitely lower; its av-
erage value was 0.33.

These data call for comments relating to a hypothe
put forth by van Noorden~1975; see also Anstis and Said
1985! on the perception of pitch shifts between success

FIG. 4. Results of experiment 3, in the same format as Fig. 2.
837any and C. Ramos: Perceiving shifts in nonperceived pitches
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tones. van Noorden argued that such shifts are perceive
the same way as discontinuous displacements of visual
jects. In the visual domain, a discontinuous displacemen
able to evoke a sensation of motion, called ‘‘phi’’ motio
when the ISI amounts to 100–300 ms, but not when the
is much longer. Likewise, according to van Noorden, a p
of successive tones with different frequencies can evok
sensation of ‘‘pitch motion’’ when the ISI is, e.g., 200 m
but not when the ISI is much longer. If this idea is corre
then the present data imply that the mechanism underly
listeners’ good performance in the up/down condition is
dependent of the neural processing of rapid frequency sh
However, van Noorden’s hypothesis may be wrong. To
best of our knowledge, whereas there are objective psyc
physical data~i.e., measures of performance! supporting the
distinction between percepts of ‘‘succession with motio
and ‘‘succession without motion’’ in the visual doma
~Palmer, 1986!, this is not the case in the domain of pitch

VI. GENERAL DISCUSSION

A. Summary of the findings

For at least some fraction of human listeners,3 it is pos-
sible to identify the direction of a discrete frequency shift
an informational masking context preventing a conscio
perception of the initial frequency. This was demonstra
using sound sequences consisting of a random chord of
tones followed by a single pure tone. When the single to
was positioned slightly above or below a randomly selec
component of the chord, a pitch shift in the correspond
direction could be heard by 11 listeners. The position of
single tone relative to the closest component of the ch
could be reliably identified even when the chord and
single tone were separated by a silent ISI of a few seco
However, for most of the tested listeners, it was very diffic
to discriminate between sequences in which the single t
was respectively identical to one component of the chord
halfway in frequency between two components. The patt
of listeners’ performances in the three discrimination ta
employed was very different from the pattern expected fr
an ideal ‘‘analytic’’ discriminator, hearing out the individua

FIG. 5. Results of experiment 4:d8 values measured in the up/down co
dition ~symbols connected by lines! and the present/absent condition~non-
connected symbols!, as a function of the silent interval separating the cho
from T.
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components of the chords. Moreover, the listeners’ patter
performance could not be produced either by a nonideal a
lytic discriminator, hearing out the individual components
the chords but using a defective response criterion.

B. A schematic model of frequency-shift detectors

Our results can be understood by assuming the e
tence, in the human auditory system, of automa
‘‘frequency-shift detectors’’ playing a role in the binding o
successive sounds and sensitive to memory traces le
some primitive ‘‘echoic store’’~Kubovy and Howard, 1976!.
More specifically, we hypothesize that these detectors h
the following properties:~i! some of them are activated onl
by upward frequency shifts, while others are activated o
by downward shifts;~ii ! within each subset, the detector
response is stronger for small shifts than for large shifts,
some minimum magnitude of shift is required to elicit a r
sponse;~iii ! when detectors of upward shifts and downwa
shifts are simultaneously activated—this was presumably
case in our experiments—the dominantly perceived shif
in the direction preferred by the subset of detectors with
stronger activation. According to the corresponding mod
performance in our up/down condition ought to be relative
good because ‘‘up’’ and ‘‘down’’ trials dominantly activate
different subsets of shift detectors. By contrast, on ‘‘prese
trials as well as on ‘‘absent’’ trials, the two subsets of dete
tors were in theory activated with approximately the sa
strength, which explains why it was more difficult to di
criminate between these two types of trial. Finally, regard
the present/close condition, the model implies that one su
of detectors tended to be more strongly activated than
other subset on ‘‘close’’ trials, whereas this was less true
‘‘present’’ trials; thus, performance in this condition ought
be better than in the present/absent condition, but still poo
than in the up/down condition.

It should be noted that the three hypotheses prese
above tally with those proposed by Alliket al. ~1989! in
order to account for data concerning the perception of co
plex sequences of chords.4 A more precise and quantitativ
model is certainly desirable, but probably premature
present. Further psychophysical studies are needed to
aim.

C. Physiological considerations

In the visual cortex of mammals, continuous motions
objects are detected by direction-selective neurons. In
auditory cortex, similarly, certain neurons selectively r
spond to either upward or downward frequency glides~Whit-
field and Evans, 1965; Zhanget al., 2003!. It has been hy-
pothesized that, in humans, such neurons govern
perceptual experience of rapid and continuous freque
modulations~Gardner and Wilson, 1979; Tansley and Reg
1979; Wilsonet al., 1994; Shuet al., 1993!, and also play a
role in the perception of successive steady tones separate
a short ISI~van Noorden, 1975; Okada and Kashino, 200!.
At present, however, both of these points remain specula
~Wakefield and Viemeister, 1984; Moodyet al., 1984!.
Whereas several studies showed that the responses of
L. Demany and C. Ramos: Perceiving shifts in nonperceived pitches
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vidual visual neurons to motion provide information whic
determines the subject’s ability to identify behaviorally t
direction of motion~e.g., Ditterichet al., 2003!, analogous
demonstrations have not been reported in the auditory
main. According to Weinberger and McKenna~1988! and
McKennaet al. ~1989!, the response of a single cortical ne
ron to a given tone preceded by a higher- or lower-freque
tone can depend on the direction of the shift even if the t
tones are separated by more than 500 ms; but, the co
sponding evidence is limited. At least for ISIs exceeding 5
ms, it is possibly erroneous to search for a physiologi
substratum of the perceptual sensitivity to frequency shift
the discharge rates of individual neurons. This substra
might in fact lie in the cross correlations of separate neuro
responses, as suggested by Espinosa and Gerstein~1988!. In
other words, the shift detectors might not be reducible
single neurons and consist instead of neuronal assembli

Functional imaging~fMRI ! studies have recently indi
cated that, in humans, the cerebral activity induced by m
dies differs from that induced by repetitions of a single to
~Griffiths et al., 2001; Pattersonet al., 2002; Warrenet al.,
2003! or by sequences of sounds with changing spatial lo
tions ~Warren and Griffiths, 2003!. However, these studie
suggest that melodies engage specific neural processes
beyond the primary auditory cortex. More precisely, on
basis of both functional imaging data~Pattersonet al., 2002!
and behavioral data relating to the consequences of b
lesions on pitch perception~Johnsrudeet al., 2000!, it has
been surmised that the lateral part of Heschl’s gyrus, in
right hemisphere, is crucially involved in the perception
frequency shifts. The special sound sequences used in
present investigation could be profitably reemployed in
ture imaging and lesion studies: they seem to be particul
appropriate tools for the localization of brain structures
sponsible for the sensitivity to frequency shiftper se.

We argue here that the human auditory system
equipped with automatic detectors of frequency shifts. Fr
a more general point of view, the idea that modifications i
sound can be detected automatically within the auditory s
tem has already been supported by a large amount o
search concerning an event-related brain potential ter
‘‘mismatch negativity’’ or MMN ~Näätänen and Winkler,
1999; Schro¨ger, 1997!. This brain potential, elicited by an
type of acoustic novelty or ‘‘deviance’’ in a sound sequen
is observable when the subject does not pay attention to
sequence. However, Cowanet al. ~1993! reported that no
MMN can be elicited by a sequence of only two soun
which would imply that the change-detection process
flected by the MMN differs from the one investigated he
Recently, Ja¨äskeläinen et al. ~2004! claimed that a sequenc
of only two sounds is actually able to elicit an MMN. Ac
cording to these authors, and also Mayet al. ~1999!, the
MMN does not originate from a neural structure respond
to auditory changeper se, contrary to a commonly held idea
instead, it is produced by the neural population respondin
the deviant stimulus itself and is due to transient adapta
of feature-specific neurons. Note that a change dete
based on adaptation phenomena should logically lead its
sessor to be more successful in our present/absent cond
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 2, February 2005 L. Dem
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than in our up/down condition, whereas the opposite is t
for real listeners. Thus, the thesis advocated by Ja¨äskeläinen
et al. and May et al. would still imply that the change-
detection mechanism reflected by the MMN differs from t
one investigated here.

D. Change detection and scene analysis

The change-detection mechanism investigated here
pears to be more primitive than the one reflected by
MMN. An MMN originates from the processing of high
level sound representations which are quite similar to
conscious percepts evoked by the stimuli. Indeed, it has b
shown that the MMN is sensitive to the perceptual fission
rapid melodic sequences into separate and concom
sound streams~Sussmanet al., 1999!, to the auditory conti-
nuity illusion ~Micheyl et al., 2003!, to a change in the vir-
tual pitch of complex tones with randomly varying spect
contents~Winkler et al., 1995!, and even to the listener’s
linguistic background~Näätänen et al., 1997!. In our up/
down condition, by contrast, theT tone was put in relation
with a tone which could not be consciously perceived b
cause it was grouped with synchronous tones producing
informational masking effect. A representation of the mask
tone’s frequency existed at the cochlear level and certa
beyond in the auditory pathway. However, there was no r
resentation of this specific frequency in the outcome of
ditory scene analysis since the corresponding pitch could
be heard.

It would be unwarranted to infer from the latter poi
that the perceptual phenomenon described here is unre
to auditory scene analysis. On the contrary, we suppose
the auditory system makes use of automatic frequency-s
detectors in the global scene analysis process. They are p
ably useful for the creation of links between temporally se
rate acoustic events which differ from each other in spec
content, but were nonetheless produced by one and the s
sound source and should thus be integrated into a com
perceptual stream.
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1This random melody not only served as a warning signal: It was a
intended to ‘‘erase’’ the memory trace of theT tone used on the previous
trial. Without the melody, in the up/down condition, a givenT tone was
liable to be mistakenly compared with the previousT tone rather than with
a component of the chord. Informal pilot studies suggested to us that
confusions were indeed easily made. In contrast, when each trial b
with a random melody, we felt that theT tone was not liable to be mistak
enly compared with the last component tone of the melody, because a
component tones of the melody were perceptually grouped into a sep
entity. This was not formally checked, however. The ideal procedure wo
be to replace the melody by a visual warning signal and to insert a v
long silent interval between consecutive trials in order to minimize
disrupting effect of irrelevant memory traces.
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2In the chord-T variant, Listener E was significantly less successful h
than during experiments 1 and 2. By contrast, F and J were slightly m
successful than before. In view of these changes in performance, it is
thy to note that experiment 3 was conducted 1 year after experiment 2~and
actually after the experiment numbered 4 in the present paper!.

3It was mentioned in Sec. II A that three volunteers for experiment 1 w
eventually dismissed because they did not succeed at all in either cond
These listeners might have been more successful in the up/down cond
after a longer, and/or different, training phase. However, the convers
also true: Some normal-hearing people may be completely unable to e
rience the perceptual phenomenon permitting success in the up/down
dition. In this respect, the influence of musical education is still uncle
The three listeners that we had to dismiss were not more imperviou
music than those who provided the data. Indeed, one of them was a
fessional orchestra conductor.

4In the experiments of Alliket al. ~1989!, the subjects’ task was to identify
the direction of pitch motion in stochastic sequences of chords made u
either pure or complex tones~with frequency ratios which were generall
much smaller than those employed in the present research!. The results
were accounted for by a ‘‘dipole contribution model.’’ This model is n
directly usable here but it is based on assumptions similar to those
make. Essentially, Alliket al. argued that the perceived direction of pitc
motion was determined by the sum of the contributions of directi
sensitive dipoles consisting of pairs of consecutive tonesclose in pitch.
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